MARSHALL VOLVO

Volvo XC60 Accessory packs – Comfort
Pillow Comfort
A comfortable extra neck pillow that can be fitted to any of the
car’s head restraints. It lies flat against the head and neck.
Adjustable in height, with several alternative positions to
ensure optimum individual comfort. Pulled over the head restraint
and is held in place with elastic. Very easy to fit and remove.
The pillow consists of a textile covered foam insert. Zip on the
reverse in order to remove the foam insert to wash the material.

Rear Seat Guard
A customised rear seat guard in laminated vinyl, which,
with attractive zip fasteners, gives a sporty and stylish look.
The rear seat guard is ideal to protect the rear seat. E.g. if you
want to transport a golf bag in the rear seat, pick up the kids
from training or transport animals without risking getting the
interior dirty.

Sunshade
Fully covering sunshades that provide maximum protection for
your passengers when the sun is bright and irritating. Not only
do they effectively protect against heat and irritation from
sunlight, they also give the car a stylish “look” similar to
tinted windows.

Pack Price £450
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MARSHALL VOLVO

Volvo XC60 Accessory packs – Pack and Load
Protective Net Nylon
A practical check pattern safety net in sturdy nylon. The net
prevents luggage and cargo from moving forward into the
passenger compartment when braking hard.
The safety net should be used each time the back seat is folded
down, and when large or heavy loads are transported. The net
is then easily positioned in the front roof brackets.

Mat Load Compartment Moulded Plastic
An attractive plastic protective mat that is adapted to fit the
load compartment and is colour-coded to match the rest of the
interior.
To prevent the load from sliding around during transportation,
the mat is coated with a layer of friction increasing material.
The mat also has raised edges that effectively prevent dirt and
water from leaking out into the load compartment.

Bumper Cover
A bumper cover, with design pattern, that is easily installed on
the upper side of the rear bumper. A practical and attractive
accessory to avoid scratching the paint when loading and
unloading the load compartment. Also functions as a styling
element for the upper section of the bumper.

Pack Price £370
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MARSHALL VOLVO

Volvo XC60 Accessory packs – Styling
Tunnel Mat
A mat of natural rubber for the tunnel in the back seat. It
protects the car’s original mat from dirt and wear, and is
especially suitable with three persons in the back seat.
The mat follows the shape of the tunnel and is constructed of
sturdy rubber with a subtle pattern on the upper side. The
tunnel mat is designed to feel well-integrated with other
passenger compartment floor mats and combines well with
both textile and rubber mats.

Front and Rear Sill Moulding
•
•
•

Gives a sporty and elegant appearance
Protects the sill area against paint damage
when getting in and out
Supplied in sets of four

Front and Rear Mudflaps
A mudflap that blends in well with the car’s design. Effective
protection to the sides of the car from wheel splash and also
minimizes water spray on following traffic.

Pack Price £435
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